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Philippines imperfs intended to curb thefts
By Bill Grimaud

"Reprintedfrom Linn's Stamp News, Feb. 8th 1988 issue."

"When this article originally appeared it contained incorrect
quantity information sourced byLinn's editorial staff. The cor
rected information subsequently appeared in the March 21st
1988 issue ofLinn's Stamp News with an apology.

The corrected quantity information is included with this ar
ticle. It is provided as a direct result of original research
conducted at the Bureau ofEngraving and Printing in Wash
ington D.C. byJosephM. Napp, notedBureau andpossessions
specialist, and is provided with his courtesy."

Bill Grimaud

Few stories related to United States possessions philately are
more fascinating and less widely known than that of the Philippines
imperforate issues of 1925.

To understand the origins of these scarce and beautiful stamps, it
is necessary to know about the Lambert Sales Co.

In the mid-1920's, the Lambert family was socially, politically
and economically influential on both sides of the Pacific Ocean.

United States operations of the firm were located in New York
City and run by Leon Lambert Sr., while Leon Lambert Jr. was in
charge of the company's operations in Manila.

The company manufactured fancy baby apparel in the Philippines
for export to the United States, taking advantage ofreduced manufac
turing costs in the islands.
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Finished clothing was shipped to company headquarters in New
York for distribution to United States department stores.

The cost of shipping in such an operation was quite substantial,
even by the standards of the day. Prior to 1925 the company used
regular Philippines issues to pay the postage, which sometimes
amounted to thousands of Philippine pesos each month.

Concerned about internal thefts of stamps, the Lambert Sales Co.
asked Philippine postal authorities for permission to apply a special
"L.S.c." perfin cancellation that would serve to earmark company
postage and deter potential thieves.

The idea was rejected, as it would have defaced the portraits of the
men honored on the stamps, and the company sought another answer.

The Bureau of Engraving and Printing in Washington, D.C.,
suggested a simple solution: an issue identical in design to the current
definitives, but easily distinguished from them by virtue of being
imperforate.

The BEP offered to produce such stamps for any Philippine
company that would commit to a minimum order to 10,000 pesos in
postage. The Lambert Sales Co. was the only one to place such an
order, contracting for postage in the amount of IO,180p.

The Philippine Bureau of Posts increased the Lambert Co. order
so that copies of the imperforate stamps could be placed on sale at the
Manila post office, presumably to satisfy stamp collectors.

It is believed that Leon Lambert Jr. felt that it was critical to
control all the imperforate stamps as an absolute defense against
pilferage.

Apparently, Lambert asked to be informed when the portion ofthe
imperforate order destined for the Manila post office arrived. He then
simply went to the post office and purchased the entire remaining
imperforate stock.

As a result, few stamps if any from the original imperforate
printing were sold by the post office directly to collectors. Some short
sets of the 2-centavo through the 30c denominations were given to
personal friends of the Lambert family.

The result of all this is that virtually all used copies of the 1925
imperforate issues are found on, or were removed from, Lambert
Sales Co. package labels on its shipments to New York.

The surviving stamps and labels from what was initially a very
limited printing present plenty ofchallenge for even the most diligent
collector.

It is believed that about IS percent of the original labels were
saved, and perhaps as few as one in 10 of the used stamps from these
labels are still sound.

The label shown here is one of the beautiful exceptions.
2 PPN September 1988
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It bears a horizontal strip of five 1P imperforate stamps, a right
margin arrow block of four of the 10c, and vertical pairs of the 2c and
8c, the latter with a horizontal guideline.

The listings for these stamps in the Scott catalogs are curious
indeed.

Volume 1 of the Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue iden
tifies an imperforate printing of 1925-31, but lists, prices and identi
fies colors only for the later 1931 reprints.

The much more numerous imperforate reprints were produced six
years after the original Lambert Sales Co. order was ftlled, to meet the
demand of incensed collectors who had been unable to get copies for
their albums.

Though too few collectors are aware of it, these 1931 reprints
differ on many points from the original imperforate stamps.

While the differences in color - and in value - are spelled out in
the Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps, the treat
ment given the 1925 issues is most unusual.

The 1931 reprints have Scott catalog numbers (340-53); the
original issues do not. Instead, they appear to be listed as color
varieties of the reprints, though they have no numbers of their own.

There can be few if any other instances in which reprints receive
full catalog status and the original stamps are denied it as such.

As laid out in the table, the most obvious difference between the
1925 issues and the later reprints is color: The former exhibit shades
many Philippine collectors have never seen.

Most often the 1931 reprints are found in even many of the most
advanced Philippines collections. Most dealers will admit that they
do not know the difference, because neither set comes into most stamp
firms often enough to make proper comparisons.

On mint sets, the gum is a major difference between the 1925 and
the 1931 stamps. The 1931 issue has diagonally lined or swirled gum,
while the 1925 issue is generally smooth by comparison.

Paper thickness and tone also vary between the two. The 1931 was
printed on a thicker, more yellowish paper, while the 1925 imperfo
rates are on a thinner, whiter paper.

The vivid colors used forthe 1925 stamps, however, are the most
reliable difference between the two sets. The extremely short produc
tion run of the 1925 imperforates allowed the BEP to take greater care
in their printing, and the results are striking in shade and appearance.

It is estimated that 80 percent of the total postal value of the 1925
issue was used by the Lambert Sales Co. to send registered packages
from the Philippines to the United States between June 22 and Oct. 26,
1925. The last known package shipment date recorded is Oct. 21.

-
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The company found handling imperforate stamps in a major
shipping operation to be extremely inconvenient, and discontinued
their use.

For the collector, acquiring the 2c to 8c denominations of the 1925
imperforate issue is relatively easy. The lOc to 30c middle values are
more difficult, notwithstanding their fairly modest catalog values.

With just 2,lOO of the lP, 600 of the 2P, 300 ofthe4P anda mere
200 if the lOP issued, the 4 high values in the set represent a genuine
challenge mint or used.

One of the most rewarding and enjoyable ways to collect all of
these stamps is tied to the Lambert Sales Co. labels with registry
datestamps and related shipping information.

Fulllabeis with sound stamps are most desirable and most elusive.
Similarly, labels with dated cancellations are scarce and sought after.

An exceptional exhibit of the 1925 imperforates and Lambert
Sales Co. labels were displayed during the annual WESTPEX show
in San Francisco, Calif., from April 29 to May l.
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An Introduction to
the 1925 "Lambert" Imperforate Issue.

Scott #340a-353a and E6a
By Bill Grimaud

In 1925, a Manila businessman by the name of Leon J. Lamben
requested the Philippine Bureau ofPosts to allow his corporation, the
Lamben Sales Company, to perforate company initials into it's
supply of unused stamps. He made this request in an effon to identify
corporate postage reserves and thus guard against theft by some
company employees.

The Bureau denied the request on the basis that perlin initials
defaced the effigy of the national figures honored on the stamps. To
address the theft problem, the Bureau authorized users to order the
current issue, 1917-1925, in an imperforate state and by doing so,
identify postage reserves as being earmarked exclusively for corpo
rate use.

This impeforate issue was available to any user willing to commit
to a minimum order of 10,000 pesos. The Lamben Sales Company
was the only corporate entity to place an order for the stamps during
the availability period.

The Bureau ofPosts increased Lamben'sorderto 10,180pesos by
small amounts of each denomination, thereby insuring adequate
numbers of stamps to sell over the counter at the Manila Post Office.
However, the Post Office portion of the order was either, A. not
generally known to philatelists until the Lambert Sales Company had
commandeered the remaining P.O. amounts, or B. the stamps were
withheld from general sale to the public at the request of the Director
of Posts via Mr. Lambert. In either case, Lambert ended up with the
better portion of all values which his company used to ship goods to
the United States between June and Sept. 1925. Approximately 80%
of the total peso value of the issue was used for this purpose.

Buyer Beware!

The 1925 issue differs from the 1931 issue in 4 ways. 1. Color
variations can be noted between both issues. 2. Some of the plate
numbers are exclusive to each issue (details follow). 3. The gum on
the 1931 issue is generally rougher, lined and more crackly, but don't
use this as an indication alone. 4. Lastly and most imponant, the paper
of the 1931 issue is more yellow, porous and less uniform by
comparison. The key word is comparison.

It's easy to go astray if a collector, even a specialist, does not back

-
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into an accumulation of this material very carefully. To collect a set
of the 25's in mint condition absolutely requires making thorough
observations as one proceeds. One possible way to start is to obtain
the less expensive set, (1931 issue), prior to starting the search forthe
25' s. However to further complicate matters, the 1931 issue has two
printings, and color variations between the first printing in June and
the second printing in August can also be noted.

A real danger lies in the correct identification of some of the
material believed to be released with the fust printing of the 1931
issue. It is thought that reserves ofmany values were currently held in
imperforate inventories by the Bureau at the time the initial 1931
reprint order was placed. If this is true, then these reserves were no
doubt drawn upon to complete the order.

This would account for as many as three distinct color varieties of
the 16 and 26 centavos values found on 1931 paper. All of the 1931
low values (2, 4, 6, 8,10,12,16,20,26 and 30 centavos), can be found
to vary in colors that are unnervingly similar to the 1925 issue. Correct
issue identification comes down to paper sample analysis which is
always difficult and requires a genuine set of the 1925 issue to
properly perform such a comparison.

This is where having a used reference set of the 1925 issue on
cover, (Lambert label) or off cover with date stamps, could help. It
should also be noted that the cancellation varieties used in 1925 are all
readily recognizable and differ greatly from the ones used in the 1931
time frame. In fact, the postal use of 1931 material is an exception as
most was collected in mint condition.

The would-be collector is well advised to take the time to properly
educate oneself before investing serious money in this arena. Putting
together an accumulation of what one believes to be the 1925
inperforate issue can become a very expensive venture if the material
is really from one of the 1931 printings and priced and purchased as
if it was from 1925. Conversely, if the experienced buyer makes all
initial purchases of unused materials as if it was from 1931 printings,
then the chances of making a serious error can be reduced until the
proper experience is gained.

Why would anyone want to proceed after all this confusion? The
answer is simple. The 1925 imperforate issue is exceptionally
beautiful and very undervalued relative to its true scarcity. Hopefully
the information presented in the charts that follow will help to avoid
some of the pitfalls in forming a collection.

PPN September 1988 7
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BurelJu. EngnJving & Printing Record ChlJrt , I
1925 PhIlippines Imperforate Issue

Original
1925 ManU.
Lambert Post orrice

OenomlDallon Color Order- • Order- • Tot.' Issue-· Plate number 1

2 centavos deep green 50,000 1,000 51.000Q 64678.84679
.1 carmine 25.000 500 25.500' 44873.44674
6t plum violet 5,000 200 5.200' 2/972
6' yellow brown 5.000 200 5.200' 21973
10. deep blue 2.000 200 2.200Q 34792
121 reddish orange 2.000 200 2.200' 21974
161 olive yellow 2.000 200 2.200Q 69996
20' yellow 2.000 200 2.200' 21965
26. aeep leaf - blue green 2.000 200 2.20011 21991
301 grlly 2.000 200 2.200' 2/99.7
1 peso vlolel 2.000 100 2.100' 21000
2, violet brown 500 100 600' 21001
4, deep blue 200 100 300' 21008
10, deep green 100 100 200' 21010

Special Delivery Issue [-6
20. violet blue 2.000 100 2,100Q 22620

TOTAL PESO VALUE IO•• 80p 2.016. 12.196p,
In addition. imperforate mlller-ial is known to exist with specimen hands lamps of dubious origin.

•• Res.lrched and E.lrlCted from Official Records Books It the Bureau, Engraving &. Printing, Washington D.C. and
provided courtesy of Joseph M. NIPP. a noted U.S. Possessions Bureau and Plate Speci.list.

1 The 2. 6, and 30 centavos plate numbers are unique to the 1925 issue and are highlighted In iJ.lics. All other 1925 plate numbers were
used for the printing of the 1931 Issue but additional plate r,umbers are also known to ell.lst. (Refer to Bureau. Engraving !o. Printing Record
Charts· 2 a. 3 (or additional detail,)

"
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BurellU. Engrllving ~ Printing Record Chart 12

1925 Ph; lippines Imperforate Issues· 1931 Re Issues"

Denomination ColoI'" Tola' Issue PI.t. numbers 1 Colors Noled Numbe,. Sold Plate number us.d~

2 cenlaYOS dtep green 51,000 64676.84679 green3/yellow green 99,966 121066,69.70.71
41 carmine 25,500 "4873.44874 dull &. brll1lt carmme rose 49.655 44673. 74,75. 76

61 plum violet 5.200 21972 deep plrple violet/vIOlet 10,000 34789.617,620-21
61 yellow brown 5.200 21973 brown/yellow brown 10,000 21973. 122343
10< deep blue ~.200 34792 ultra deep blut/blue 7,000 3"'792. 34807
12< reOdlsh oranqe 2.200 21974 deep orange/light orange 7.000 21974, 122375
161 all .... yellow 2.200 89998 olive yellow/olive green 7,000 89998, 113806. 09, \0

20< yellow 2,200 21965 deep yellow/light yellow 7,000 21965,21999

261 deep leef - blue green 2.200 21991 dp leaf bl green/pale gr~en 7,000. 21991, 122345

301 gray 2.200 21993 graylcoCO-iT'y 7,000 34790, 34790

I,eso violet 2,100 21000 liClht and medium violet 6,395 21000

2, violet brown 600 21001 dark. brownish violet 3.612 21001
4, deep blue 300 21006 blue/extra deep blue 2,570 21006
10, deep Clreen 200 21010 yellow Clreen/green 2,206 21010

~

Speciel Delivery Issue
20. violel blue 2,100 22620 vlolellVarlatlOfls can be 6,500

noted even within the same pane
22620, 113811

~

Researched Ind Ektrlcted from omel,l rl.ecords Books at the Bureau. Engraving &. Prinllng. Washinglon D.C. and
provided courtesy of Joseph M. Napp, a noLed U.S. Possessions Bureau Ind PI.le Specialist

1 The 2, 6, and 30 centavos plate numbers are uolQue to the 1925 Issue All olher plates were used In prlntlnCl the 1931 issue butaddllional plate number~

Itre also known to exist as per footnote -2.

2 Plate numbers used to print both the 1925 and 1931 issues are tllghllghted in 80ld

3 Ornclal records IOdlcated th.t the 410w value pi ales, 2, 4, bend 8 (entavos, only wentlo press for the first printing 10 .,)Joe EMceptional (olor variations
can be attributed to 1) dr.wlng from pr!:'Vlously printed Imperforate reserves, 2) the Vllrlance 10 different plates and presses belngemployed, 3) and tnt
InabIlity of Bure..u·s staff to match colors bet""een presses and/or different press runs
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Bureau, Engraving ~ Printing Record Chart # 3
1931 Phi 11ppines Imperrorate Reissues·

Nel
DenomlnaUoa Colors PI.le Numbers 1 Original Amount Amount Withdrawn &. Amt. 1st Amt. 2nd

Used Printed Sold Destroyed Printing Printing

2 centavos green/yellow green 121066.69.70.71 100.000 99.966 2 (14) 100.000 -0-
4. dull ~ bright carmine rose 44873. 74. 75. 76 50.000 49.655 2 (145) 50.000 -0-

b< deep purple vlolelivioleL 34769.617.620-21 10.000 10.000 2 -0- 10.000 -0-

6' yellow brown/brown 21973. 122343 10.000 10.000 2 -0- 10.000 - 0 -
10' adre deep blue/blue 34792. 34607 7.000 7.000 -0- 4.000 3.000
12' deep orange/light orange 21974. 122375 7.000 7.000 -0-

0
4.000 3.000

16< light yellow/olive green 89998. 113606. 09. 10 7.000 7.000 -0- 4.000 3.000
20' deep yellow/light yellow 2198S.21999 7.000 7.000 -0- 4.000 3.000
26< deep leef - blue green/pale 9'"een 21991. 1223~5 7.000 7.000 -0- ~.OOO 3.000
30' grey/coco-gray 3~790. 3~796 7.000 7.000 -0- ~.OOO 3.000
1 peso llghl and medium violet 22000 9.100 6.395 (2705) ~.OOO 5.100
2p dark. brownish violet 22001 7.600 3.612 (3966) 1.000 6.600
~p blue/deep blue 22008 ~.500 2.570 11930) ~OO ~.100

lOp yellow green/green 22010 ~.300 2.206 12092) 200 4.100
Special D.II'iery Issue
20' violellvariations can be noted 22620. 113611 6.500 6.500 -0- 3.000 3.500

even within the same pane

• Researched and Edracted from Official Records Boots at the Bureau. Engraving &. PrlnU.g. Wlshlngton D.C. and
previded courtesy or joseph M. NIPP. I noted U.S. Possessions Bureau and Plate SpeciaUst.

1925 plale numbers also used to print the 1931 imperforate issue are highlighted in bold prlnl

2 Ofnclal records Indicate that the 4 low values 2, 4, 6 and 6 centavos, only went to press for the nrst printing In Jooe .
Exceptional color varlatlons are attributed to 1) drawing from previously printed reserves, 2) the variance in difYerent plates and presses being employed.
3) and the inability or Bureau's starr to match colors between presses and/or dirrerent press runs.
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It is possible to get all the low values used on the same label. The
Lambert Sales Company created many of these labels to use up the
over abundant low values. This example exhibits the use of the
Manila Post Office grill cancel. Other cancel devices are large and
small targets, and the Manila circular date cancel.)
PPN September 1988 11
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All other values can be found on Lambert labels using a variety of
postage combinations. This example exhibits the use of the 10 Peso
value, of which only 200 were issued. Less than 25 mint copies exist
today. Note the fact that the copies are dark enough to observe the
"IDEAL BOND>MADE IN U.S.A." watermark in the label stock.
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1900 PHILIPPINE GIRDS
(Second of a three-part series)

by Douglas K. Lehmann

In 1900 (presumably January), the 1899 Giro issue was replaced by
a new 21-value Giro issue. However, all remaining 1899 stocks were
used until exhausted. This new issue closely resembled the old issue
with the year date 1899 changed to 1900. The initial printing included
only 1000 each of the highest 12 values-2Pesothrough the 15 Peso.
Additional printings were made of four of the lowest nine values
5c, 15c, Pl:40, and tne Pl:80. As mentioned in the 1899 article, the
3:60; 7, 8 and 9 Peso values are elusive and difficult to obtain. The
author lacks these four values plus three more.

Figure 1 shows this series including all recorded major errors and the
12 Types listed by Warren. This listing shows four major errors.
Figures 2 and 3 show the two recorded range errors on the 4 and 7 Peso
values (the P4 is a repeat error from the 1899 issue). The 4 Peso error
occurs on both Type D and E with Type E shown. A third error
reverses the 6 in the range of the 30c value (this reversed figure was
on the PIO in the 1899 issue). The last major error is the 1:40 Peso
value printed on both sides head to head (not an offset.)

Figure 1 also lists the 12 Warren types from A to L, one more than the
1899 issue. Mr. A. B. Kay listed 8 of the 12 types, not recognizing B,
C, I and L. Between these two authors, they illustrate in their articles
six Types-A and D through H. I only have two of the six Types not
illustrated. Figure 4 shows my TypeJ and Figure 5 my TypeK. Figure
6shows the relationship between the 1899 and 1900Types. Basically,
there are no direct relationships. Only three types are the same - H,
J and K. Collectors should expect new 1900 types as printing methods
could exchange range and value labels, re-engrave parts or entire
stamps, replace the year date, or any combination of these methods.

Figure 7 is an identification key of Warren's 12 Types. As before, I
ignore perforations and relative attributes. The key requires counting
the lines in the 3rd, 4th, and 6th stripe in the shield as well as the
location of the D in UNITED. Collectors need to check two new
items, not used in the 1899 key, as you progress through the key with
a particular fiscal. First, Figure 8 shows the location of the first T in

,
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SIATES that is different for Type K versus Types G and H. Second,
Figure 9 shows the triangle and fleur-de-Iys that differentiate Types
G andH.

The 1900 issue has more Types with 6 lines in the 4th or center stripe
while the 1899 issue has more Types with 7 lines. However, three
1900 Types can have the lines blurred together - C, G, and H. In my
Type G example, I can count the lines but not for my Type H. Type
H should not be a problem with its distinctive triangular ornament
shown before in Figure 9 and also very visible in the 7 Peso range error
of Figure 2. If identification trouble persists between Type C and G,
then check the serifon the 1of 1900. The Type G and H serifs are thin
(Figure 9) while Type C is thicker. I have not had the opportunity to
observe Type C as well as Types I and L. These three types plus Type
B (I know of only one collector who owns Type B) are the four types
not identified by Kay that were added by Warren. I think these four
Types are scarce as Warren lists only 7lQ!i!J values between them. I
would like to observe these three Types to see if I can simplify the
Figure 7 key. I would appreciate a loan of actual examples. I do not
use in this key the attribute of Type J where the right top limb of the
U of UNITED is missing. This limb is completely missing and a
sound identifier (as Figures 4 and 8 show) but omitted since it adds an
extra discriminator to my key. However, in the next 1901 issue it is
not a good identifier as other types have the limb breaking away.

In 1903, Dr. Perry stated that the 1900 issue contained multiple types
per 50-stamp pane. However, like the 1899 issue, only a few 1900
issue strips have survived and no blocks or panes. So, Dr. Perry's
belief remains neither proven or disproven. Any collector who has a
multiple with two or more Types should report this discovery.

During 1900, internal revenue officials determined that certain values
were not in high demand. As a result, nine values in the 1900 issue
were not reprinted later in the third issue without date (subject of final
article in series.)

These nine are the 1:40, 1:80,5,6,7,8,9,10, and 15 Peso values.
These nine values (along with any 1899 remainders) were continued
in use into 1902. Checks and drafts between 10,000 and 12,000Pesos,
requiring a 9 Peso Giro stamp, were used very infrequently. Conse
quently, no one has even seen a 9 Peso value - W-498 - in the
rep.lacement issue of 1902 that superceded this three-part design
senes.

14 PPN September 1988



I think that for some of the nine 1900 issue values, not all 1000 were
ever issued. This would make them scarcer than their 1899 counter
parts, so I wish collectors good luck in hunting them down.

1900 GIRO VARIETIES

VALUE RANGE TYPES (ACCORDING TO WARREN)
:05 0-100 A
:15 100-200 A
:20 200-400 A D F G
:30 400-600 A D G*
:60 600-1,000 A D G H
:80 1,000-1,400 A

1:20 1,400-2,000 A D E F G H
1:40 2,000-2,400 A@ C E
1:80 2,400-3,000 A
2:00 3,000-3,400 A D E G H
2:40 3,400-4,000 A
3:00 4,000-4,400 A C D E G H J K
3:60 4,400-5,000 A K
4:00 5,000-6,000 AB D+E+ H J K
5:00 6,000-7,000 AB DE G H J K
6:00 7,000-8,000 A G 1 J
7:00 8,000-9,000 A H#
8:00 9,000-10,000 A
9:00 10,000-12,000 A G

10:00 12,000-16,000 AB E G J
15:00 16,000-20,000 A E G J L

* = Error exists with reversed 6 in 400-600 range
@= Error exists printed on both sides
+ = Error exists with 6000-6800 range
# = Error exists with 6400-7400 range

Fig. 1
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Fig. 2 Range error
of 6000-6800 should

be 5000-6000

16000 if 7000 p.f..
GiROi

PHILIPPINE
ISLANDS

1000

'. 5. PESOS!

Fig. 4 Type J -- 7
lines in center stripe

of shield

Fig. 3 Range error
of 6400-7400 should

be 8000-9000

Fig. 5 Type K -- 6
lines in center stripe

of shield
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EVOLUTION OF WARREN TYPES

E
F
G
H

1899 1900
Type ->becomes'> Type Remarks

."..,------,---,---....,..---,----,~

...............J~Qg..TyP';..A b~#ii~..•.1899TnJe~.· ••••·.}
.. ·1l(ijes and "D" right edge iri6th stiipe

SJ.ines and "D" tenier of 6th striPe
Only L = PIS, but PIS Uriknownin D & I
8 lines and "D" extends beyond 6th stripe
S lines in 3d stripe and 6 in 4th

l Not used
1900 Type G becomes Type H with age
Both missing top limb of in n..n-rt ....

6 lines and "D" edge in ~-'""'Ir-

N¢%Type
i-{~%Type
Ne;;"Type

Fig. 6

Figure 8. Top - first T of
STATES starts in space
between 2nd and 3rd
stripe; Bottom- Tiswithin
3rd stripe.

PPN September 1988

JSL~·NDS

1900

Figure 9. Top - ornament
shaped like tleur--de-Iys (Type
G); Bottom like a triangle (Type
H).
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IritNTIFlCAnON~~y.. 1900 PHILIPPINE GIROISSUE
.;:.: .

N~/:~efO{e using this )cey il:~OUld be helpful 10 use a magoifying glass and .
dete~:e: - . :,:.;:::;:;.,.:
(I) Nurii<>:. of lines in the ~rd, 1~llll~ 6th stripeof shield
(2) W!1cel. D ofUNITEIl ~:::,:::::,:::::::.:

q)\~~i¥m::~.:"'ingof~lAm~¥~:?·::··

·..:~~IIi~~;h:;,;;';i~lll!!;!l!;!!!iji:i;;';,,:;;;;};.:.;..:::,:;.;!;!l~i~~2"::,:,.,,::.:: .
.:, jRllW!'Mg~Qf.QfIJ¢YQ!!4§\!i~WM;;:;::;;:;::·;\i;·:::q:';::::;:;;,qg.\g$/\.:::L.,.:.:.:.: :.:.-.:.-.:,:-,.:.",:.:.,.:.",'-::,,: :.:.",:.,.:.:.:.:.'.:.'.:.:.,.:. -:.:.:.'.:,::':.... .' , ,',..'.., , ,..'..,' '..,.,.,.: ,.

1·lll~;;III~!~~::~r.~~;~~~I~(~llll~~~~~,I~~~;;~:!I.II.i!:;;.! ...li~~~{~~: :.~:."·"I::"::"··'··········
:: tiliIitijimLl.::: ::::'.:l;:.!fjjLLLE:.: :: .::.LOo to 4
7liiies· ..... ·····TYPEL(15P)
8line..·· TYPE 1 (6P)

,_,v ,/,:::::·t:::.

3.~~~~ in Shield has:
4lines·;g"=···=="====;;;;;'·==="==~TYPE E (l:20-15P)*
5 lines TYPE D(2Oc-5P).....:~::-:...

:i~~t~I~~~k~TI1i~~I~~;;;!M:rc::!:;;:::::\::;;\;~ii~~~~f',;;'
aliiies(....aYbebluirea Butthicl<serif in 1of 19QO)~~tyj>E C(1:40 & 3P)

'L lllun-ed (caA'1 teli) ...:........_:..... Check Type C abOve and 7 below . .

i·jj~'ei~~~~I~·~~~idi\L~ ..... ~;=:::::::; ".;
.• Beg~~w~ace between 2nd arid.3rd stripe in shield ..:~: 00 10 7

7.~;';;1 below 1900 (The;:;2~ have 6 lines in 4th strlpein shield but
usually &lllines are bluned IOgether Bur always a thin serif of! in 1900):
Shapedlike a mangle TYPE H (6OC-7P)
Shaped like a 5 pointed Fleur-de-Iys TYPE 0 (2Oc-15P)

\::::.-.-.

8.Sixt.h·~Wpe in shield has:.{
5jmO{is,,0 top 10 righllimb gflloflLNITED) - TYPE J (3-15P)6Iir#C:';;. ······XYPEA (all)

·::~::;:t:~::I~I:j~:~~:::'~~ist,u{:i~~I:§.~~~:;Ut-:ntOf~:;~Bl~e;::~iy:~~ist::(~eePig~~..f:~·;::!:::::~:.
.;;;1Y~!$!f%!T?~~'!!~e~.~!~f!illl&l!~!i~!ed .~!l?~$I....;;;';' ·.•··· {·...• i····· , .
:::}~:{::~:)}?:::::::::t::::::::(\;::::<:::r:\:?f::nt~:::: ::'::":"::":'-::'::-'::';:';;:,,;":"'::;':':,"::::;:,.:-:-:, ..,.

Fig.7
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REGISTRATION HANDSTAMPS
OF THE

SPANISH PHILIPPINES
by Don Peterson

After the Philippines joined the Universal Postal Union (UPU) in
1877, registered mail was usually marked with a distinctive hand
stamp indicating registration. These handstamps consisted of some
form of the word 'CERTIFICADO" or "REGISTERED."

The rates and procedures for registration were fIrst promulgated in
1854. The fIrst registration handstamps appeared in 1877. For
additional information on registered mail of the Spanish Philippines,
refer to Peterson (1982, 1983). An up-dated and more complete
discussion of postal rates, including those for registration between
1879 and 1898, is addressed in another article by Peterson (1984). See
bibliography.

~..".;.,,1 I

" ' ,r, .

.:. ", \ ' " \ '.' , I

Figure 1. 1877 (September 28) Marianas to Manila letter Showing
earliest known use of registration handstamp (Type 1) (from
author's collection).
This current article up-dates the description of registration hand
stamps fIrst listed by Peterson (1982). There are now twelve registra
tion handstamp types known from the Spanish Philippines period. All
of the types, except Type 10, were applied at the post offIce. Type 10
was a privately-applied handstamp. Figure 1 shows the earliest
recorded use of a registration handstamp (Type 1) on an 1877
(September 28) Marianas to Manila letter.
PPN September 1988 19



The twelve registration handstamp types
are described and illustrated as follows:

{r.I\TIFt
TYPE 1

TYPE 2

TYPE 3

20

Name: Boxed CERTIF-Fancy
Dimensions: 9mm by 26mm
Period of Use: 1877-1883
Post Offices: Manila
Cancel Color: Black
Remarks: Uncommon. Earliest known
handstamp.

Found on issues as early as 1864.

Name: Boxed CERTIF-Double-lined Rectangle
Dimensions: 7.5mm by 23mm
Period of Use: 1882-1883
Post Offices: Probably Manila
Cancel Color: Black
Remarks: Uncommon

CERT'flCIlDO

10. JUN. 80

MAN ILA ,

Name: Boxed CERTIF with TownlDate
Dimensions: Unknown
Period of Use: Not certain. Probably 1880's to
early 1890's
Post Offices: Probably Manila
Cancel Color: Black
Remarks: Only one partial example known (on
#168). Questionable handstamp. Very rare.

Continued next issue
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